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1 Introduction

Multi-application networks are increasingly predominant in today’s telecom-
munication enterprises. The convergence trend towards IP technology has fa-
cilitated the deployment of environments where a wide variety of applications,
ranging from highly adaptive to strict real-time, coexist and have their traffic
transmitted over the same network infrastructure. In this case, as opposed to
the homogeneous scenario, the amount of resources required by each type of
application to perform well may differ substantially imposing an extra diffi-
culty to the resource allocation problem. The concept of utility function 2 can
be used to provide information about the amount of resources needed by each
application and also to support the determination of an adequate solution for
the bandwidth allocation problem.

In a multi-application network environment several different types of utility
functions (concave, step, s-shaped, linear, etc.) are envisioned and have been
qualitatively described in the literature [SHE95]. Quantitative studies on the
determination of utility functions are also the subject of intensive research,
methodologies to assess the quality of video and audio transmissions have
long been addressed by the ITU [ITU97,ITU00a]. By employing subjective
testing based on Mean-Opinion-Scores (MOS), alloted network resources can
be directly associated with different levels of application performance (QoS).
Fig.1 illustrates an example of piecewise linear utility function that is usu-
ally obtained from quantitative studies. In fact, quantitative utility functions
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Fig. 1. Piecewise Linear Utility Functions - MOS scale

can be determined for a large variety of applications: multimedia conferenc-
ing [ITU99], video streaming [LU03], VoIP [COL01], MPEG-4 transmissions
[ZHA02], TCP flows [LIA00].

In this paper, we consider the QoS requirements imposed by the multi-application
environment represented by general monotone utilities expressed as functions
of the allotted bandwidth. Utility functions provide the informational basis

2 In general terms, utility functions represent how each particular application per-
ceives quality according to the amount of allocated resources.
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from where our algorithm operates and decision are made. They also estab-
lish a common ground that allows the performance of different applications to
be related and the optimal bandwidth allocation solution obtained. By focus-
ing on utility (application performance) the algorithm improves the quality
of service delivered to network users, which constitutes an important goal for
service providers in a competitive market.

Besides the natural appeal to allocate resources in the most efficient way, it
is equally important to avoid that an individual (or a group of individuals) is
over-penalised when compared to others. Several works in the literature have
brought the attention to this issue [CHE98,NAH98,MA99,FLO99,MIT99] and
illustrate the lack of fairness in the allocation of network resources specially
when multiple types of applications share the same network infrastructure.
In [BON01] the authors proved that unfair allocations cause instability to the
network and advocated that fairness should be considered as a design objective
for the system.

The theory of social choice and welfare economics provides a broader view
to the problem. Under this framework the bandwidth allocation problem in
multi-application environments can be generally formulated as a division prob-
lem [SEN95]. From [DAS77,ROB80] a realm of different criteria are avail-
able, when utility functions are comparable and defined over the same scale,
where the selection of a given criterion depends on the properties to be satis-
fied at the solution. To overcome the difficulties faced by previous allocation
schemes we want the solution to be fair and efficient. In social choice theory,
fairness is generally characterized by the egalitarian principle due to Rawls
[RAW99]: “the system is no better-off than its worse-off individual”, i.e. it
implies the maximization of the benefit (utility) of the worse-off individual
(max min{utility}). While efficiency in welfare economics is related to Pareto
Efficiency : “an allocation is Pareto Efficient if no one can improve his benefit
without decreasing the benefit of another” [SEN99]. Among several different
criteria the lexicographic criterion emerged as the one that enjoys both fair-
ness and efficiency as defined above. We use the lexicographic criterion to
sort out the bandwidth allocation problem and propose an algorithm based
on weighted fair queueing (WFQ) to enforce the solution.

In Section 2 we review some traditional work on bandwidth allocation and
comment about the problems that might occur if such schemes are applied
in multi-application environments. In Section 3 we formulate the bandwidth
allocation problem under the lexicographic criterion. Utility aggregation tech-
niques are presented in Section 4 in order to simplify the whole framework
and allow the solution to scale according to the number of flows in the sys-
tem. Section 5 proposes the dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithm based on
weighted fair queueing updates. Simulation results are presented in Section 6
and finally in Section 7 the paper ends with the main conclusions.
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2 Related Work

Traditionally, maxmin fairness [BER92] has been widely accepted as the fair-
ness notion in computer networks, being used as a standard to perform band-
width allocation among homogeneous connections 3 . However, it has been ar-
gued that it may generate sub-optimal allocations in several contexts depend-
ing on the actual utility function of the applications [CRO01].

Kelly in [KEL98] using microeconomics theory introduced the idea of propor-
tional fairness where each application j is associated with a strictly concave
utility function uj (logarithmic) and allocations x are determined from the
solution of max

x

∑N
j=1 uj(x). It was further shown that the additive increase,

multiplicative decrease congestion control in TCP tends to realize proportional
fairness rather than maxmin fairness. Thus, proportional fairness fits well in
homogeneous environments with best-effort applications.

However, as mentioned in the previous section, in a multi-application environ-
ment utility functions are not all concave and so proportional fair allocations
are no more unique (several local solutions may exist) and may be completely
unbalanced (some flows get zero utilities while others experience a very good
performance). In fact, fairness embedded in proportional fairness depends on
the concavity of the utility functions [Mo00]. The next example illustrates
this idea and compares maxmin and proportional fair allocations with the
lexicographic solution studied in this paper.

Example 1 Consider the line network in Fig.2 where it is assumed that all
links have same capacity c and each route has the same number of connections
(n0 = n1 = n2 = n3 = n).For this network we have the following allocations,

Link 1 Link 2 Link 3

Route 0 (n0 connections)

Route 1
(n1 connections)

Route 2
(n2 connections)

Route 3
(n3 connections)

Fig. 2. Line Network

allocation of a route i connection: xi

max-min fair allocations: x0 = x1 = x2 = x3 = c
2n

proportional fair allocations: x0 = c
4n

x1 = x2 = x3 = 3c
4n

Assume now connections on route 0 described by S-shaped utility functions
while all other connections described by strictly concave curves. The perfor-
mance of maxmin and proportional fair allocations are indicated in Fig.3(a)
and Fig.3(b). It can be observed from the figure a considerable difference on

3 ATM Forum - Traffic Management Specificaiton 4.0, April 1996
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Fig. 3. Example of maxmin, proportional fair, and lexicographic allocations for the
line network.

performance experienced by route 0 flows when compared to the others. The
figure shows that both schemes are quite unfair from an utilitarian perspec-
tive. The performance of route 0 connections under proportional fairness is
indeed very poor, the applications are almost getting absolute no utility from
the offered network service. At the same time, applications not using route 0
perform well and provide high satisfaction. If instead we apply the lexicographic
criterion, from Fig.3(c) a much fairer allocation is obtained. This allocation
conforms with the fairness and efficiency definitions adopted. Now all applica-
tions are satisfied and there is no discrimination according to the performance
(utility) viewpoint.

The example has shown that both maxmin and proportional fairness notions
are restricted to the homogeneous environment and although they can be
extended to the respective weighted versions, it is still necessary to determine
the optimal weight settings for each network scenario. More discussion about
this issue is left to Subsection 6.1 where the performance of different criteria
are compared.

Several algorithms have been proposed to return fair solutions for bandwidth
allocation problems. Regarding maxmin fairness, the main approach has been
the development of asynchronous distributed procedures with explicit rate
computations for individual sessions [CHA95,ARU96,ABR01]. Approximated
solutions have also been proposed so that allocations could be returned in
logarithmic time [AWE98]. Other approaches focus on distributed algorithms
that can be implemented without the complexity of explicit rate calculations,
it can be proved that maxmin allocations are obtained in the stationary regime
if all links employ fair queueing policies [MAS02].

Regarding proportional fairness, distributed algorithms have been proposed
using microeconomics theory and/or convex optimisation. The basic approach
is to work with primal-dual decomposition so that only one price (Lagrange
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multiplier) needs to be kept updated at each link for the solution of the primal
problem [KEL98,ABR01,LOW99]. Such framework based on convex duality
uses the fundamental assumption that utility functions are all concave. Again,
in multi-application environments where utilities are of general shape the di-
rect application of this approach is compromised.

In contrast, the approach proposed in this paper return fair allocations based
on the lexicographic criterion (see Section 3). The proposed scheme does not
follow the primal-dual approach since it does not restrict utility functions to
be concave (but only strictly increasing), and also because the lexicographic
criterion does not have a closed-form expression which is mild for common
optimisation procedures.

Instead, the distributed algorithm proposed in this paper uses fair queue-
ing policies. It differs from traditional maxmin fairness algorithms in several
aspects. First, the algorithm considers utility information to perform the al-
locations, and thus it takes into account different QoS requirements of several
applications. Second, the algorithm works at the aggregate level with piecewise
linear utility functions in order to reduce complexity and allow the system to
scale. Third, it is based on simple messages exchanges between nodes that
while requiring some sort of synchronisation introduces very low overheads to
the network.

3 The Lexicographic Criterion

First we introduce the notation to formalize the bandwidth allocation problem.
The network is defined by a directed graph G = (V,L), where V is the set
of nodes and L the set of links; each link l ∈ L has a capacity of Cl > 0; N
represent the set of application flows sharing the network resources. Flows are
routed through single paths according to a routing matrix A, if alj = 1 flow
j crosses link l, alj = 0 otherwise. Note that any routing algorithm can be
used as long as flows are not split over multiple paths. However, the approach
can be also extended for this case whenever splitted flows are treated as a
collection of individual sub-flows. The set of feasible allocations X (domain
set) must satisfy all capacity constraints and non-negativity conditions,

X =
{

∑

j∈N

aljxj ≤ Cl; xj ≥ 0; l ∈ L
}

(1)

According to [ROB80], the solution that satisfies the lexicographic criterion
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(leximin) is given by:

xlex = arg max
x∈X

{

lim
γ→∞

∑

j∈N

[u(x, j)]1−γ

1− γ

}

(2)

where u(xj, j) is the utility function of flow j. The limit in (2) makes the
use of traditional optimization procedures not directly applicable to compute
xlex. In fact, a better way to characterize this point would be in terms of the
objective set (image of the domain set X ) and preference relations [MAS95].

Let Z ⊆ ℜN defines the objective set if it contains all points z : (z1, z2, . . . , zN)T ,
where zj = u(x, j), x ∈ X and j ∈ N . We want to characterize zlex ∈ Z so
that its components are given by u(xlex, j). Let π be a permutation for any
z ∈ Z, such that π(z) = zp if,

zp
j ≥ zp

j−1 (3)

zp
j = zk (4)

j, k ∈ N (5)

Thus, π(z) simply puts the components of z in a nondecreasing order. 4 We
also define the preference operator ≻ over Z, such that for any two feasible
objective vectors y, z ∈ Z and permutations yp = π(y), zp = π(z), y ≻ z if
∃m, 1 ≤ m ≤ N , satisfying:

yp
j = zp

j , for j < m (6)

yp
m > zp

m (7)

Definition 1 The lexicographic objective vector zlex is the largest with respect
to ≻, i.e. ∄z ∈ Z such that z ≻ zlex.

From the domain set X and Definition 1 some important properties are readily
available:

(i) xlex exists if Z 6= ∅

(ii) zlex (xlex) is unique in the objective (domain) set

(iii) xlex is fair in the Rawlsian sense

(iv) xlex is Pareto Efficient.

In fact, the lexicographic criterion when applied to the bandwidth allocation
problem can be viewed as a generalization over maxmin fairness to consider
the utility viewpoint. The objective vector zlex can be also characterized when

4 For instance, if z = (0.7, 0.9, 0.3, 0.1) then π(z) = (0.1, 0.3, 0.7, 0.9)
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maxmin fairness is applied directly to the objective set Z ⊆ ℜN representing
an allocation of utilities. The lexicographic bandwidth allocation for each flow
is then given by the inverse utility functions xlex

j = u−1(zlex, j). The next def-
inition illustrates this generalisation.

Definition 2 A feasible allocation x : (x1, x2, . . . , xJ) is lexicographically op-
timal if and only if an increase of any utility within the domain of feasible
allocations must be at the cost of a decrease of some already smaller utility.
Formally, for any other feasible allocation y, if u(y, j) > u(x, j) then there
must exist some k such that u(x, k) ≤ u(x, j) and u(y, k) < u(x, k).

Work along this direction can be found in [CAO99] where bottleneck theory
[JAF81,BER92] was employed to define utility bottleneck links as follows.

Definition 3 Given a feasible allocation vector x ∈ X , link l is the utility-
bottleneck link of crossing flow j ∈ N , if

∑

i∈N alixi = Cl and u(xj , j) ≥
u(xi, i), ∀i ∈ N such that ali = 1.

Note that, if all utilities are given by the identity function u(x, ·) = x, Def. 2
reduces to the definition of maxmin fairness and Def. 3 to the definition of
botlleneck links.

Two important properties follow directly from Def. 3 being stated below.

Property 1 Any two flows i and j bottlenecked at link l achieve the same
utility levels: u(xi, i) = u(xj, j) = ū(l), or alternatively, link l provides utility
ū(l) for all flows bottlenecked locally.

Property 2 If a flow k crosses link l but is bottlenecked elsewhere in the
network, then u(xk, k) < ū(l).

The following theorem relates the lexicographic solution with utility bottleneck
links and together with Definition 3, Property 1 and Property 2 provides all
the necessary ingredients for the construction of an interative procedure to
find the lexicographic solution.

Theorem 1 A feasible allocation vector x ∈ X leads to the lexicographic
solution, if and only if each flow has an utility bottleneck link with respect to
x. Proof see the Appendix.

In this way, it is possible to construct the lexicographic solution from a hier-
archy of optimization problems similarly to what was done before for maxmin
allocations [GAF84]. At each stage, an utility bottleneck link is determined
along with the corresponding bottlenecked flows, then they are eliminated al-
together from the network and a new reduced problem is solved. The procedure
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is repeated iteratively until all flows get blocked, at this stage the lexicographic
solution is achieved.

Let ū(l) represents the utilities achieved by the flows crossing link l (alj = 1),
from Definition 3, Property 1 and 2, the global utility-bottleneck link 5 can be
obtained through the solution of,

ū(g) = min
l∈L∗







ū(l)

∣

∣

∣

∣

∑

j

xj = Cl; u(xj , j) = ū(l); ∀j ∈ N , s.t. alj = 1







(8)

where L∗ ⊆ L represents the used links only.

The solution of problem (8) determines the link g and also gives lexicographic
allocations for the flows crossing g: ∀j ∈ N such that agj = 1 ⇒ xj =
u−1(ū(g), j). After that, if we eliminate link g from the network together with
its flows, and by doing the corresponding updates on the sets L∗,N and on the
available capacities Al of the remaining links, we generate a new independent
and reduced problem. Equation (8) can be applied again to this new problem
and the whole procedure repeated until all flows get blocked by their respective
bottleneck links. At this point we have the lexicographic solution (Theorem 1),
which has been obtained from the lowest to the highest utility components,
and the allocation returned is unique for the initial set of flows N .

The procedure just described is summarized below in Algorithm–1.

ALGORITHM–1: Lexicographic Allocations

1. compute g and ū(g) from problem (8)
2. for each j ∈ N s.t. agj = 1,

xj ← u−1(ū(g), j)
save xj

for each l ∈ L, s.t. alj = 1: Al ← Al − xj end
N ← N \ {j}

end
L∗ ← L∗ \ {a}

3. if N = ∅: STOP
else goto 1.

The complexity of Algorithm–1 depends on the solution of the nonlinear prob-
lem in (8) and on the size of the set N . The aggregation techniques studied
next have a direct effect over these two aspects.

5 First bottleneck link obtained in the hierarchy of optimization problems. Link g

constraints the flows so that it provides the minimum utility in the whole network.
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4 Piecewise Linear Utility Aggregation

The techniques discussed in this section are based on the assumption that
utility functions are given in the piecewise linear form (as illustrated in Fig.1)
and on the adoption of the lexicographic criterion to solve the network resource
allocation problem. If the functions are not in the piecewise linear form they
can be converted to it by choosing the number of piecewise linear intervals.

Fairness embedded in the lexicographic criterion guarantees that every com-
modity flow that shares the same network resources achieves the same utility.
Therefore, individual flows that use the same path (share same resources) can
be aggregated into a single path flow so that in the solution the utility of the
aggregate along that path will directly reflect the utility of each individual
flow. This constitutes the main idea behind the aggregation procedures dis-
cussed in this section, which allows the lexicographic solution to be obtained
using aggregated information only. Individual allocations are then computed
using the specific inverse utility functions of the individual flows. The ad-
vantage of using piecewise linear utility functions as it will be shown next is
that this aggregation process is facilitated even when commodity flows have
different utility functions [BIA00].

For a flow j ∈ N its piecewise linear utility function is expressed as follows,

u(xj, j) = k +
xj − bj

k

bj
k+1 − bj

k

bj
k ≤ xj ≤ bj

k+1 k = {0, . . . , K}. (9)

In fact, such functions are completely defined by a sequence of K intervals
given by the points (bj

0, b
j
1, . . . , b

j
K). A different set of points defines a new

function. Let N (p) be a subset of N containing all flows that uses path p,
since they are sharing the same network resources along the path, in the
lexicographic solution they will achieve the same utility up: ∀j ∈ N (p) ⇒
u(xj, j) = up,

up = k +
xj − bj

k

bj
k+1 − bj

k

; bj
k ≤ xj ≤ bj

k+1 (10)

xj = (up − k)(bj
k+1 − bj

k) + bj
k; bj

k ≤ xj ≤ bj
k+1 (11)

The overall allocation on path p will be,

Xp =
∑

j∈N (p)

xj (12)

Xp =
∑

j∈N (p)

(up− k)(bj
k+1− bj

k) +
∑

j∈N (p)

bj
k;

∑

j∈N (p)

bj
k ≤ Xp ≤

∑

j∈N (p)

bj
k+1 (13)
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Hence, up can be also expressed by

up = k +
Xp −

∑

j∈N (p) b
j
k

∑

j∈N (p) b
j
k+1 −

∑

j∈N (p) b
j
k

;
∑

j∈N (p)

bj
k ≤ Xp ≤

∑

j∈N (p)

bj
k+1 (14)

by making Bp
k =

∑

j∈N (p) bj
k in (14) we have,

up = u(Xp, p) = k +
Xp −Bp

k

Bp
k+1 −Bp

k

; Bp
k ≤ Xp ≤ Bp

k+1 (15)

Equation (15) indicates that no matter how many individual flows are using
path p, they can be aggregated into a single flow and utility function. After
obtaining up from the lexicographic solution, individual allocations can be
computed using (11). In this way, the size of N is limited to the number of
paths in the network, if there is just one path per origin-destination pair:
|N | = |V||V − 1|.

The only problem with the above aggregation approach is the large amount
of information that should be collected in order compute the parameter Bp

k .
In fact, for each individual flow j the vector (bj

0, b
j
1, . . . , b

j
K) should be known

somehow previously to the aggregation takes place. To overcome this difficulty
a class-based approach is used instead, where a limited number of classes are
available according to publicly known utility functions. Users select the class
they want to use depending on the characteristics of their traffic. Thus, there
is no need to know each individual parameter bj

k but only the number of
individuals per class per path. If Q is the set of classes,

Bp
k =

∑

c∈Q

n(c, p)bc
k (16)

where n(c, p) is the number of class-c flows on path p, and bc
k’s represent the

parameters of the piecewise linear utility functions associated to class-c.

Fig.4(a) illustrates the aggregation procedure described so far. Assume there
are nine individual flows using path p: three of class type 1, four of class type 2,
and two of class type 3. Utility functions are assumed to be piecewise linear
defined over 10 different segments (K = 10). In order to compute the lexico-
graphic allocations without applying the aggregation technique, all the nine
individual flows have to be considered in the bandwidth allocation problem as
well as the 99 parameters 6 bj

k defining their individual utility functions. How-
ever, using the aggregation technique it is only necessary to consider in the
problem one flow over path p whose utility is described by the 11 parameters
Bp

k below:
Bp

k = 3b1
k + 4b2

k + 2b3
k k = {0, . . . , 10} (17)

6 b
j
k for j ∈ {1, . . . , 9} and k ∈ {0, . . . , 10}
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After the solution is determined the allocations for each one of the nine indi-
vidual flows can be directly obtained from (11). With this approach the size
of the problem is reduced since it was just considered one utility function per
path.

Aggregated
flow on
path p

type 1

type 3

type 2

individual connections

C

Agg.1

Agg.2

Agg.3

individual
connections

(a) path flow (b) link flow

Fig. 4. Aggregated flows.

The same aggregation techniques can be used to further aggregate path flows
into link flows as illustrated in Fig.4(b). For a given link l all path flows that
are bottlenecked at l achieve the same utility. Assume the particular situation
where all flows that cross link l happen to be bottlenecked locally at ū(l). For
this case, ∀p such that alp = 1 ⇒ up = ū(l). From (15),

ū(l) = u(Xp, p) = k +
Xp − Bp

k

Bp
k+1 −Bp

k

; Bp
k ≤ Xp ≤ Bp

k+1 (18)

and
Xp = (ū(l)− k)(Bp

k+1 − Bp
k) + Bp

k ; Bp
k ≤ Xp ≤ Bp

k+1 (19)

All Xp sum up to the available bandwidth on link l, Al (= Cl for this case).
Thus,

Al =
∑

p

alpXp (20)

Al =
∑

p

alp(ū(l)− k)(Bp
k+1 − Bp

k) +
∑

p

alpB
p
k (21)

∑

p

alpB
p
k ≤ Al ≤

∑

p

alpB
p
k+1 (22)

From (21) and (22):

ū(l) = k +
Al −

∑

p alpB
p
k

∑

p alpB
p
k+1 −

∑

p alpB
p
k

;
∑

p

alpB
p
k ≤ Al ≤

∑

p

alpB
p
k+1 (23)

Similarly as before, let Bl
k =

∑

p alpB
p
k, we have

ū(l) = k +
Al − Bl

k

Bl
k+1 − Bl

k

; Bl
k ≤ Al ≤ Bl

k+1 (24)
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Note that equation (24) preserves the piecewise linear form of individual flow
utilities as in (9). However, in this case individual flows have been aggregated
into path flows and further into link flows, since Bl

k is the sum of parameters
Bp

k for the paths that use l. Equation (24) may be viewed as the aggregated
utility of flows bottleneck at link l, which was obtained in a two step approach:
the first level of aggregation performed by source nodes to generate the path
flows, while the second level performed at link l using path flow parameters
Bp

k ’s.

It can be seen that the global utility bottleneck link can be now obtained from,

ū(g) = min
l∈L∗

{

k +
Al − Bl

k

Bl
k+1 − Bl

k

; Bl
k ≤ Al ≤ Bl

k+1

}

(25)

Given all the necessary information, Bl
k’s and Al, the complexity of problem

(25) is O(|L∗| log K) since it takes a maximum of log K operations to find the
correct interval for each Al (and so the value of k), and a maximum of |L∗|
operations to compute the minimum ū(l).

While the previous problem in (8) was defined for all individual path variables
xj , the equivalent problem in (25) uses only link variables Al and link para-
meters Bl

k. Moreover, problem (8) requires the use of non-linear optimization
techniques to return a solution, while from (25) the solution can be returned
straightway in a maximum of O(|L∗| log K) operations. Therefore, the aggrega-
tion techniques have contributed to simplify computations since they are based
on simple summation of utility function parameters and reduce the problem
to a link-flow formulation. Algorithm–1 as well as the upcoming algorithms
directly benefit from such techniques.

5 Distributed Bandwidth Allocation for the Lexicographic Solu-
tion

5.1 The Proposed Algorithm

The bandwidth allocation algorithm presented in Section 3 is based on a cen-
tralized approach where the complete information of all flows should be avail-
able at a single point in order to compute the optimal allocations. Clearly it
is not possible to meet this requirement in large scale and dynamic network
scenarios, thus it is convenient to investigate possible distributed implemen-
tations.

Our starting point is the work of Massoulie and Roberts [MAS02] which fo-
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cuses on distributed algorithms that can be implemented without the complex-
ity of explicit rate calculations. From their framework it can be proved that
if all links employ fair queueing scheduling policies, maxmin fair bandwidth
allocations are reached on the stationary regime for all contending network
flows.

As commented before, if we were interested in a homogeneous environment
with u(xj , j) = xj the lexicographic criterion would be reduced to maxmin
fairness and the above work suffices to cover our goal. Nevertheless, for any
linear utility function on the form: u(xj , j) = kjxj , the lexicographic solution
can be achieved using weighted fair queueing – WFQ with individual weights
wj = 1/kj. The question is now what should be the weight settings for a
heterogeneous environment where utility functions are given in the piecewise
linear form.

lexx2
lexx1

(1)b3
(1)b4

(2)b5
(2)b6

L1
U1

L2

U2

X

U

Fig. 5. Piecewise linear utilities and line equations

Fig.5 illustrates the approach for two piecewise linear utility functions U1

and U2. If we knew beforehand the line segments containing the lexicographic
solution, which are represented in the figure by the forth (for U1) and sixth
(for U2) segments, we could substitute the utility curves by the lines L1 and
L2 and for this case, the lexicographic solution would be given by the same
points xlex

1 and xlex
2 . Within those intervals,

flow 1 allocation: b
(1)
3 ≤ x1 ≤ b

(1)
4 L1 angular coefficient:

1

b
(1)
4 − b

(1)
3

(26)

flow 2 allocation: b
(2)
5 ≤ x2 ≤ b

(2)
6 L2 angular coefficient:

1

b
(2)
6 − b

(2)
5

(27)

and from Massoulie and Roberts’s results, this solution can be obtained in
the stationary regime if flows 1 and 2 are scheduled by WFQ policies along
their routes. The WFQ weights should guarantee the lower bounds, b

(1)
3 and

b
(2)
5 , and that any spare capacity is shared according to the factors b

(1)
4 − b

(1)
3

(allocation along line L1) and b
(2)
6 − b

(2)
5 (allocation along line L2) in order to
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achieve equal utility for the lexicographic solution.

The WFQ policy works at the packet level and guarantees to each flow i an
overall bandwidth of [ZHA95]

BWi =
wi

∑

j wj

C (28)

where wi is the weight associated to flow i and C the capacity of the link.
Assuming C > b

(1)
3 + b

(2)
5 , from conditions (26) and (27) we must have:

BW1 = b
(1)
3 + BW∗

1 (29)

BW2 = b
(2)
5 + BW∗

2 (30)

BW∗
1 + BW∗

2 = C − (b
(1)
3 + b

(2)
5 ) (31)

BW∗
1

BW∗
2

=
b
(1)
4 − b

(1)
3

b
(2)
6 − b

(2)
5

(32)

Hence, the WFQ weights that satisfy (28)–(32) are given by:

w1 =
b
(1)
3

C
+

b
(1)
4 − b

(1)
3

b
(1)
4 − b

(1)
3 + b

(2)
6 − b

(2)
5

(C − b
(1)
3 − b

(2)
5 )

C
(33)

w2 =
b
(2)
5

C
+

b
(2)
6 − b

(2)
5

b
(1)
4 − b

(1)
3 + b

(2)
6 − b

(2)
5

(C − b
(1)
3 − b

(2)
5 )

C
(34)

In general, when there is N (l) flows sharing a link l, if b
(i)
ki−1 and b

(i)
ki

represent
the limits of the piecewise linear segment containing the solution point for
flow i, the necessary WFQ weights will be in the form

wi =
b
(i)
ki−1

Cl

+
b
(i)
ki
− b

(i)
ki−1

∑

j∈N (l) b
(j)
kj
−

∑

j∈N (l) b
(j)
kj−1

Cl −
∑

j∈N (l) b
(j)
kj−1

Cl

(35)

where
∑

j∈N (l) wj = 1.

From (35) it can be seen that weights depend only on the determination of the
piecewise intervals and on the capacity of the link. Therefore, if we are able
to locate those intervals and inform the links about the corresponding utility
parameters, they can set the correct WFQ weights to obtain the lexicographic
solution. This idea will be explored next to build up a distributed algorithm
for the bandwidth allocation problem. However, some important issues should
be highlighted before presenting the algorithm

To avoid scalability problems due to the scheduling of a large number of indi-
vidual flows in the core of the network, the algorithm works at the aggregate
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level. Flows that use the same path are aggregated according to the procedures
explained in Section 4 and illustrated in Fig.4(a). In this case the aggregate
utility functions are given by (15) and the aggregate bandwidth parameters

B
(i)
ki

are used in (35) instead of the individual parameters. After final allo-
cations are obtained for the aggregates, source nodes will be responsible to
further share such allocations among individual flows inside the aggregates. In
other words, the algorithm guarantees the solution for the aggregated flows,
however once each aggregate receives its allocation it is up to source nodes
to employ regulation procedures (scheduling, buffer management, etc.) to fur-
ther share that allocation among the individual flows inside the aggregate
[GUE99][DAS02]. These type of two level approach is a key issue in the solu-
tion of large-scale problems. For instance, such conceptual idea is the base of
DiffServ networks [BLA98].

By working directly with WFQ weights we have a much more effective and
stable procedure since network mechanisms can be set straight away to pro-
duce the optimal bandwidth allocation, and also there is no need to measure
and constraint flows to secure the solution. Besides that, WFQ is a working
conserving service discipline which means that there is no wasted resources
and even when the weights are not yet set to their optimal values, all flows will
continue to be served by the network. Furthermore, most of the routers and
switches available in the market provide some form of WFQ implementation.

Another advantage of the approach is that the algorithm runs in the “control
plane” without directly interfering or altering the flows in any way during
operation. Thus, all network protocols are preserved and apart from control
messages exchanged, no additional “data plane” procedure is necessary. When
the algorithm terminates and the optimal weights for the lexicographic solu-
tion are obtained, each network node simply update the WFQ mechanisms
associated with their outgoing links.

We split the algorithm into flow (Algorithm–2: Aggregate flow on path p) and
link (Algorithm–2: Link-l) procedures in order to facilitate exposition despite
both of them being executed by network nodes, the first procedure by the
nodes which are source of the aggregate and the second by the nodes that
control the transmission on the links. Fig.8 illustrates the messages exchanged
by aggregate flows and links. The status field is responsible to provide the
necessary order in which the lexicographic solution should be obtained. A value
of zero indicates the flow is blocked by some saturated link (no more available
bandwidth) along its path. Any other value indicates the piecewise linear
utility segment in which the algorithm is operating – the current iteration.

Flows send to the links along their paths the corresponding parameters Bp
k

obtained from (16). Note that Bp
k may be viewed as the bandwidth request of

that flow along path p for interval k, and thus each link can allocate resources
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STATUSaggregate
flow p Bk-1

pp
Bk

IDT STATUSlink l

0:  blocked
1...k: iterations

0:  saturated
1...k: iterations

Fig. 6. Aggregate flow and link messages

taking into account this information. If links have enough resources to allocate
to the flows the corresponding Bp

k , the solution will fall above Bp
k and the

algorithm will continue to search in the upper intervals k + 1, k + 2 and so
on. On the other hand, if a given link cannot provide the requested resources,
it will act as a bottleneck for the crossing flows, whose lexicographic solution
will fall inside the k-th interval.

Figs 7 and 8 illustrate the messages exchanged by the algorithm. Assume two
flows, gray and white, share link L of capacity cL = 8. In the first iteration
both flows send their initial bandwidth requests (first piecewise interval) to
link L. Since link L has enough capacity it sends back a status message for the
next iteration. The flows continue to ask for more bandwidth following their
respectives utility functions until iteration 3 (e), where the aggregate request
is over CL. At this time, link L is saturated and sends back a status message
’0’. The flows once receiving this message know they are blocked and cannot
ask for more bandwidth, link L can now set the corresponding WFQ weights
to secure the allocation.
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(a) white flow (b) gray flow

Fig. 7. Utility functions of white and gray flows.
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Fig. 8. Example of messages exchanged between flows and link
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The algorithm continue until all flows get blocked and all intervals are deter-
mined, at this point the WFQ weights are set for each link according to (35).
All computations are simple and the algorithm guarantees that information is
exchanged in the proper order.

ALGORITHM–2: Agg. flow on path p ALGORITHM–2: Link-l

1. k ← 1 1. k ← 1, B ← ∅
2. send {Bp

k−1, B
p
k, k} to ∀l ∈ p 2. collect all msg. from j ∈ N (l) \ B

3. collect all link l ∈ p broadcast wait all report status–flow 0 or k

wait until all report next phase 3. for each j ∈ N (l) \ B
(= k + 1), or at least one report if status–flow = 0
saturation (phase–link = 0) save B

p
k and B

p
k−1

4. if ∃l ∈ p such that status–link = 0 Rb ← Rb + B
p
k

send {Bp
k−1, B

p
k , 0} to all l ∈ p B ← B ∪ {j}

STOP else Ru ← Ru + B
p
k

else k ← k + 1 end

if k > K, if B = N (l)
send {Bp

K−1, B
p
K , 0} to all l ∈ p set WFQ as in Eq. (35)

STOP STOP

end 4. if Rb + Ru < Cl,
goto 2. k ← k + 1

send {IDT, k}
Ru ← 0

else send {IDT, 0}
goto 2.

Algorithm–2 (Link-l) has to handle the additional complexity of flows that
are already blocked (maybe by some other links) and flows that may be still
not blocked at each iteration. The sets N (l) (set of flows using link-l) and
B (set of blocked flows) as well as the variables Rb (bandwidth requests of
blocked flows) and Ru (bandwidth requests of unblocked flows) are used for
this purpose.

In Step (3) blocked flows have the bandwidth parameters corresponding to
the last piecewise interval saved for future computation of the WFQ weights.
Variable Rb is updated to account for the reserved link capacity for the already
blocked flows, and the set B is also updated to include such flows. Note that
when flows are blocked by an utility bottleneck link, the link computes ū(l)
from (18) and transmits this parameter to the crossing flows.

For the flows not already blocked, a temporary variable Ru is updated instead
of Rb since their bandwidth limits are not yet fixed and may be changed in the
next iteration. However, if all flows are blocked the algorithm set the WFQ
weights and terminates. In case there are still unblocked flows, Step (4) verifies
if link capacity is above the maximum bandwidth requirements.

The assumptions are that all exchanging messages are correctly received within
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a finite time interval and that algorithms are restarted from time to time back
to step (1) to track aggregate flow dynamics. Each node may start the algo-
rithm using private clocks on common agreed periods, there are several works
in the literature and practical implementations that can be applied to support
this procedure [AZE94] [PAT94] [MIL96]. Note that such approach is only nec-
essary to start the algorithms and do not need to have high precision since
after the algorithm is started the waiting steps enforce the synchronization
required to obtain the lexicographic solution.

5.2 Algorithm Analysis

The first important observation about the algorithm is its minimal overhead
incurred in computations. The whole flow procedure (Algorithm–2 Agg. flow
on path p) is basically composed by communication steps, while the link pro-
cedure just requires few summations and variable updates. The messages also
pose very little overhead to network traffic since they consist of a maximum
of three numbers: Bp

k (real), Bp
k−1 (real), and status (integer). Since control

messages are very small and should be transmitted with priority through the
network, it is expected that the greatest time components incurred in control
message transmission are given by propagation delays on links.

Proposition 1 The algorithm converges in a maximum of K iterations if
all control messages are exchanged in finite time, where K is the number of
piecewise intervals defining the utility functions.
Proof see the Appendix.

Proposition 2 The estimated complexity of the algorithm is O(Km).
Proof see the Appendix

It is important to note that Algorithm–2 computational complexity does not
depend on the size of the network but only on K and m. For a fixed K,
complexity increases linearly with the number of aggregates. Therefore, the
main observation is that in terms of computational burden Algorithm–2 scales
with both network topology (nodes and links, v and l) and network traffic
(aggregates, m).

6 Simulation Results

In this section we carry out two different experiments. Firstly in Subsec-
tion 6.1, we compare the solution returned by the lexicographic criterion with
the results from the two most well known bandwidth allocation algorithms:
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maxmin [BER92] and proportional fairness [KEL98]. We are interested in as-
sessing the gains that may be achieved by using our approach when compared
to those traditional bandwidth allocation schemes.

Then in Subsection 6.2 we set up an experiment to study the behaviour of
the proposed bandwidth allocation algorithm (Algorithm–2) and assess its
response under dynamic network environments. Given system dynamics and
delays incurred in information exchange, no distributed procedure is able to re-
turn exact optimal solutions, but only approximations. We compare the results
retuned by our distributed algorithm (Algorithm–2) with optimal allocations
computed offline by its centralized counterpart (Algorithm–1).

6.1 Comparison with Maxmin and Proportional Fairness

In this subsection, the bandwidth allocation solution under the lexicographic
(lex) criterion is computed and compared here with maxmin fairness (mmf)
proportional fairness (ppf) solutions. The objectives of this experiment are
twofold: (i) to determine whether the lexicographic criterion is able to improve
fairness in the system, and (ii) whether the possible improvement is achieved
at the expenses of other important system performance parameter – average
utility.

The topology used is based on the high speed links (above Gbps) of the Multi-
Gigabit pan-European Network Backbone Topology 7 . We assume that a ca-
pacity of 100Mbps was reserved for the experiment in all network links and
should be adequately allocated to the different applications in the system. Ap-
plications may generate traffic from any network node (origin) to any other
node (destination) and have an associated utility function on the form of the
logarithmic expressions below:

u(x, j) = aj .ln(bjx + cj), u(I, j) = 1, u(M, j) = 0 (36)

aj =
1

kj − 10
, bj =

e
1

a − 1

I −M
, cj =

I −Me
1

a

I −M
(37)

where I represents the ideal allocation and M the minimum requirement. By
changing the parameter k different functions can be obtained: strictly concave
for k > 10, linear for k → 10, and convex for k < 10.

Figure 9 shows a plot of such expressions for M = 10Kpbs (minimum require-
ment, utility = 0), I = 100Kbps (ideal, utility = 1), and k = {5, 6, . . . , 14, 15}
(concavity parameter).

7 www.dante.net/geant/about-geant.html
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We use the minimum utility in the system and the average utility as the
performance measures to assess the quality of each solution returned,

minu = min
j∈N
{u(x, j)} avgu =

1

|N |

∑

j∈N

u(x, j) (38)

Thus, for each of the three schemes we obtained the respective solutions and
computed: {minmmf

u , avgmmf
u } for maxmin fairness, {minppf

u , avgppf
u } for pro-

portional fairness, and {minlex
u , avglex

u } for the lexicographic solution. The
solution of higher minimum utility is preferred under a Rawlsian perspective,
while a higher average utility is more desirable from an utilitarian viewpoint.
The gains on using the lexicographic criterion can be evaluated from the ratios
below:

gain in minu =
minlex

u

minppf
u

and
minlex

u

minmmf
u

gain in avgu =
avglex

u

avgppf
u

and
avglex

u

avgmmf
u

where gains above one indicates a better performance since in this case the
minimum and average utility in the system under the lexicographic criterion
are greater than the others.

The system was subjected to 10,000 individual applications whose utility func-
tion were described by the logarithmic curves in Figure 9. A total of 20 scenar-
ios were considered in the experiment, where for each scenario a different and
random assignment of flows to origin-destination pairs and utility functions
took place.

Table–1 presents a summary of all the results obtained in terms of minimum
utility gains (minu) and average utility gains (avgu). The results are presented
using two decimal digit precision. According to the table, lexicographic allo-
cations provided a sound improvement on the performance of the system since
the gains in minimum utility were expressly high. The lowest improvement in
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relation to minimum utility (minu) was about 62% over proportional fairness,
and 59% over maxmin fairness. One important aspect is that the improvement
on minimum utility was achieved without compromising the average utility.
In fact, for most of the cases the average utility was slightly higher under
lexicographic allocations.

The experiment presents further evidence that under a multi-application en-
vironment, where different types of utility functions coexist, the lexicographic
criterion provides better allocations in terms of the utility viewpoint (higher
minimum without compromising the average). Since utility functions are as-
sociated with the performance of each application, lexicographic allocations
improve overall system performance in this environment.

Scenario Gain in minu Gain in avgu

lex/ppf lex/mmf lex/ppf lex/mmf

1 3.72 3.72 0.99 1.01
2 2.62 3.39 1.06 1.00
3 2.76 1.62 0.90 1.01
4 4.88 3.44 1.01 1.01
5 6.34 4.12 1.03 1.11
6 3.70 2.51 0.95 0.97
7 2.55 1.62 1.07 1.08
8 2.70 3.28 1.00 0.98
9 2.57 2.83 1.02 1.04
10 3.17 1.84 0.97 1.02
11 3.49 3.98 1.04 1.03
12 2.66 2.72 1.06 1.09
13 3.93 3.68 1.02 1.01
14 2.83 1.59 0.97 0.99
15 1.62 1.73 1.00 0.97
16 3.96 1.68 0.96 0.98
17 3.76 2.02 1.00 1.05
18 3.90 3.09 1.00 1.01
19 3.44 2.98 1.00 1.01
20 1.84 1.94 1.03 1.01

Lowest 1.62 1.59 0.90 0.97

Mean 3.32 2.69 1.00 1.02

Highest 6.34 4.12 1.07 1.11

Table–1: Gains obtained on each of the 20 scenarios studied

6.2 Evaluation of Proposed Algorithm

In this experiment we use the same network topology as before but this time
the system is subjected to two different types of traffic: regular best-effort
(BE) flows and G.711 flows. For the BE flows we adopt the utility function
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derived in [LIA00], using bmin = 22Kbps 8 we have: uBE ≈ 1−
(

22
x

)2
. Including

all packet headers and packetization interval, G.711 encoded voice flows may
need up to 96Kbits/s of bandwidth for a high quality transmission [YAM01].
The results presented in [JIA02] show an almost straight line relating the
performance of G.711 applications to packet losses, we use those performance
results to build up a linear utility function for G.711 flows: uG711 = x

39
− 1.46.

We consider a system where a fixed number of aggregated flows are routed
through pre-established paths from origin to destination pairs. Each aggre-
gate was composed by individual flows whose utility functions are the piece-
wise linear forms of BE and G.711 just described. The number of individual
flows inside each aggregate was varied to resemble a dynamic environment.
To achieve that we simply model the number of active connections n inside
each aggregate by a M/M/1 system with arrival rate λ and departure rate µ.
The exit rate from any state is given by λ + µ and the mean time in which
the process leaves the state is: ∆t = 1/(λ+µ) [KAR75]. This equation gives a
simple temporal measure about the dynamics of the system, i.e. how fast the
process changes states. We evaluate the performance of the algorithm when
subjected to this simplified aggregate traffic model.

We assume that control messages used in Algorithm–2 have priority over reg-
ular data packets so that they are likely to be subjected just to the propa-
gation delays on the links. According to the distances between the European
capitals and speed of light in the fiber cables, the diameter 9 of the chosen
network topology is around 15 ms, and so the minimum round-trip-time is
approximately 30 ms. Given the priority queueing of control packets, the high
reliability of the links and low dropping probability, we also assume that a
control message is very likely to be acknowledged before 300 ms, which is used
to bound the maximum round-trip-time.

Algorithm–2 takes a maximum of K iterations (number of piecewise linear
segments defining the utility functions) to find the solution. In our experiment
the utility functions were defined over 10 line segments (K = 10), that is a
maximum of 10 iterations will take place on each run of the algorithm. Given
the low complexity of the algorithm, we assume that iteration time takes no
more than the bound considered (300 ms). Hence, one algorithm run takes less
than 3 s, which gives also the lower bound between two consecutive runs of the
algorithm. We varied the parameters ∆T (time between two consecutive runs
of the algorithm ≥ 3 s) and ∆t (aggregated flow dynamics), and computed
the errors incurred in allocation and utility when compared to the optimal

8 From [MAT97] this value correspond to MSS = 1460 bytes, RTT = 500ms and
κ = 1
9 maximum shortest path among all end-to-end nodes using the propagation delay
as metrics
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bandwidth allocation given by a centralized approach (Algorithm–1) for the
most updated global network state. The errors were measured according to
the percentage deviation from such optimal values.

For each different scenario we ran a 30000 s simulation experiment and com-
puted the errors just before a new algorithm update. It is expected that errors
will increase with the difference between ∆T and ∆t, since high aggregate
dynamics makes algorithm solutions be outdated faster. The results are pre-
sented next in the form of scattered and histogram plots.

6.3 Scenario 1: ∆T = 3 s

For this case, Algorithm–2 run at each 3 s period requiring good synchroniza-
tion among network links to start the procedures on time. It is not expected
that such timed approach will be used in practice, but as long as it provides a
lower bound for ∆T as explained before, we present the results as reference.

Figs. 10(a)–10(f) presents the maximum utility errors 10 experienced by the
flows at each 3 s interval. The results in the graphs reflect the behavior of the
algorithm for three different aggregate dynamics: ∆t = 300 ms (low), ∆t =
3 ms (medium), and ∆t = 30 µs (high). Left column graphs show scattered
plots, and right column graphs the corresponding histogram computed for 10
equally spaced intervals (bins).

For the case of low aggregated flow dynamics, Figs. 10(a) and 10(b) show that
all errors fell below 2% and so the distributed algorithm was able to track
the state of the system with high accuracy. The results confirmed a very good
performance of the distributed algorithm when network delays are comparable
to aggregate dynamics.

When aggregated flow dynamics is increased by a factor of 100 (∆t is reduced
from 300 ms to 3 ms) maximum utility errors are also increased: the mean of
the histogram in Fig.10(c) grows to more than 10 times the previous mean in
Fig.10(a). In this faster environment the delays involving algorithm updates
have a stronger effect on the optimality of the allocations returned, however
most of the errors fell below 10% still characterizing a good algorithm perfor-
mance.

10 maximum error in utility among all flows in the system, computed from the
percentual deviations of instantaneous optimal values
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(a) scattered plot, ∆t = 300ms
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(b) histogram, ∆t = 300ms
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(c) scattered plot, ∆t = 3ms
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(d) histogram, ∆t = 3ms
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(e) scattered plot, ∆t = 30us
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Fig. 10. Maximum utility errors.
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If we further increase aggregate dynamics up to ∆t = 30 µs as shown in
Fig.10(f), the effect of network dynamics is exacerbated and the algorithm is
not able to cope with such fast environment. In the case of utility, errors were
as high as 90% making the use of the algorithm in this extremely dynamic
situation not applicable. In fact, according to our model and the results pre-
sented, the algorithm is able to accurately track network dynamics up to a
timescale of 3 ms, three orders of magnitude faster than algorithm response
for the studied topology.

6.4 Scenario 2: ∆T = 300 s

This scenario provides light network overhead since the algorithm is executed
in a lower frequency, at 5 min intervals. The expected drawback is the lack
of capacity to track high network dynamics, however the behavior observed
in the previous scenarios recurs here and the results obtained indicate good
performance for ∆t up to 300 ms.

Figs. 11(a) and 11(b) give results for ∆t = 3 s, where maximum errors were
around 2% and mean errors around 0.4%. For the faster environment in
Figs. 11(c) and 11(d) almost all errors fell below 10%, which ensure a good
response of the algorithm up to this timescale. The last two graphs, Figs. 11(e)
and 11(f), show results for even faster dynamics and similarly to the previous
scenario errors are high characterizing poor performance.

Both scenarios have shown a very similar pattern in terms of performance.
According to the results presented, the algorithm was able to track aggregate
dynamics with low errors up to a ratio ∆T/∆t ≈ 1000. The choice for the
algorithm update intervals will depend on two main issues: the timescales of
aggregate dynamics and the network delays incurred in messages exchange.

From the network topology studied, we have estimated beforehand that the
algorithm will need at least 3 s to successfully complete the whole cycle and
return a solution. This provides a physical bound to algorithm performance
as seen in Scenario 1 where for ∆t < 3 ms errors were exacerbated. For the
extreme case where network delays are large and aggregate dynamics are ex-
cessively high, most of the distributed approaches will be ineffective since
there will be no feasible way to track system dynamics. In this case, the sim-
plest solution may be the use of fixed allocations for the aggregates instead of
employing dynamic bandwidth allocation algorithms.
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(a) Max. utility errors for ∆t = 3s
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Fig. 11. Maximum and Mean utility errors.
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7 Conclusion

We studied the problem of bandwidth allocation of network resources in an
environment where multiple types of applications coexist. The framework of
Welfare Economics was employed to characterize fair and efficient solutions.
Among several different allocation criteria, the lexicographic criterion was se-
lected given that it satisfies simultaneously those two fundamental properties.
From simulation results it could be seen that such criterion produces desirable
allocation solutions. The underlying conclusion is that the lexicographic crite-
rion emerges as a good method to tackle network resource allocation problems
and should be more widely employed in the networking area. It is particularly
advantageous in the case of multi-class / multi-service networks where it can
be used to determine dynamic interclass partitions.

The use of piecewise linear utility functions while simplifies the algorithm,
did not impose any constraint on the concavity of the functions making the
approach suitable for a wide range of applications. Furthermore, the num-
ber of intervals defining the piecewise functions can be arbitrarily increased
tightening deviations from any given utility function closed-form expression.

One initial centralized procedure (Algorithm–1) was studied and further a
distributed bandwidth allocation algorithm (Algorithm–2) was proposed based
on WFQ weight settings to enforce lexicographic solutions. Simulation results
showed that our proposed distributed algorithm was able to track network
dynamics with low errors from the zero-delay centralized solution. Although
it requires some sort of synchronization among network nodes, its simplicity
and possibility to handle flow aggregates constitute necessary ingredients for
the application in large scale IP networks.
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Appendix

Proof (Theorem 1) (⇒) Let x be the lexicographic solution and assume
that flow j (with allocation xj) does not have an associated utility-bottleneck
link. Let a be a link used by flow j and δa the available capacity on link a.
Case-(1): If δa > 0 for all links a along the path pj of flow j, then flow’s j
allocation can be increased to x′

j = xj + δ, where δ = min{δa | a ∈ pj}. In this
case we have u(x′

j, j) > u(xj , j), which contradicts the optimality of x.

Case-(2): If there is a link a along pj where δa = 0, then flows bottlenecked lo-
cally have utilities greater than u(xj, j). Let S be the set of flows bottlenecked
at some link along pj . For any i ∈ S, we have ∆u = u(xi, i) − u(xj, j) > 0,
and since utility functions are monotone:

∀i ∈ S, ∃x′
i < xi s.t. u(xi, i)−

△u

2
= u(x′

i, i) > u(xj, j)

If we decrease the allocations of all flows i ∈ S from xi down to x′
i there will be

at least an available capacity of △x = min{x
i
− x′

i | i ∈ S} on these links. As
before, let δ > 0 be the minimum available capacity among the non-bottleneck
links, therefore we can increase flow’s j utility to:

u(x′
j, j) > u(xj , j), where x′

j = xj + min{△x, δ}

The resulting vector x′ is feasible and yields a corresponding utility vector
that is preferred in terms of the preference operator, x′ ≻ x ⇒ x is not the
lexicographic solution.

(⇐) Conversely, assume each flow has an associated utility-bottleneck link.
For a given flow i ∈ N let link l be its bottleneck. For any other flow j, such
that al(j) = 1 ⇒ u(xi, i) ≥ u(xj, j) and the only way to increase flow’s i
utility is decreasing the utility of another flow j of lower or equal utility. Since
i can be any flow in N , there is no way to get a larger utility vector with
respect to the operator ≻
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Proof (Proposition 1) To facilitate explanations we simply refer to Algorithm–
2 (Agg. flow on path p) as “agg-p”, and Algorithm-2 (Link-l) as “link-l”.
First observe that agg-p send messages either in step (2) or step (4), which
are collected by link-l at step (2). On the other hand, link-l only sends mes-
sage in step (4) which are collected by agg-p in step (3). The wait condition
during collection steps (step (3) in agg-p and step (2) in link-l) guarantees
that the procedure only progresses, following the necessary order, once those
messages are exchanged sucessfuly. Assuming that all messages eventually go
through, agg-p passes step (3) and goes to step (4), where there are only two
possibilities: i) if flow is blocked it transmits a status ‘0’ message and stops,
or ii) k is incremented for the next piecewise interval request. In case of (ii),
agg-p may go to step (2) again and the whole procedure is repeated. However,
if k has reached K, agg-p transmits a status ‘0’ message and termintes. Thus,
in a maximum of K iterations agg-p sends a status ‘0’ message to link-l and
terminates. Upon receiving a status ‘0’ message from agg-p, link-l considers
the flow blocked and updates the set B to include this flow. Therefore, in a
maximum of K iterations link-l will have B = N (l) and also terminates, which
completes the proof.

Proof (Proposition 2) We now estimate the computational complexity of
Algorithm–2 iterations according to the number of operations a given network
node running the algorithm has to perform. Let l represents the number of
links in the topology, v the number of nodes, and m the number of aggregates.
First, assume that we have an even distribution of aggregates in the network
so that each node is the source of mv−1 aggregated flows. Algorithm–2 (Agg.
flow on path p) has to run for each aggregate and according to its steps the
only computational burden is to collect messages from the links along path p,
check the status field, and send back the response. Since there is a maximum
of v − 1 links per path the computational complexity will be O(v). Each node
has to run a copy of Algorithm–2 (Agg. flow on path p) for the aggregates in
which it is source (mv−1), thus the computational complexity for the node is
O(m). Regarding the other part of the algorithm (Algorithm–2: Link-l) each
node has also to compute the WFQ weights for their links. This procedure is
of linear complexity on the number of aggregates as can be seen in steps (2)
and (3). For the worst case scenario we may assume that all aggregates in the
network are crossing the node, hence the complexity of Algorithm–2 (Link-
l) is O(m), which makes the complexity of both procedures taken together
(Algorithm–2: Agg. flow on path p and Algorithm–2: Link-l) be also O(m).
Since the algorithm takes a maximum of K iterations to converge, hence the
complexity of the whole algorithm for each network node will be O(Km).
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